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1. Executive Summary
The impact that Automated Decision Making
(ADM) systems have in people’s daily life is
growing. Predictions and suggestions made
by machine learning algorithms have the
power to shape individuals’ future, as ADM
systems governed by such algorithms may
play a crucial role in determining the job
postings communicated to them, the
employment offers they get, the news they
are informed about, the professional
networks they create, the friends they make,
the products they buy, and many other
aspects of their lives.
As beneficial as these technologies are, ADM
systems may discriminate against certain
groups or individuals by reflecting or
reinforcing human or society structural bias,
or by even introducing new bias (e.g.,
through unintended consequences of
complex interactions between multiple
technical components). Such discrimination
may have serious negative effects in fields
where certain society groups are already not
sufficiently represented. An example are
women in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) professions who
are persistently underrepresented despite
the good employment opportunities that the
field provides and the labor expansion that is
foreseen for the STEM market in the near
future.
Discrimination resulting from the use of
ADM systems, including the challenges to be
addressed, the implications to be
considered, and potential prevention or
“remedy” mechanisms, have provoked
extensive research, and have given rise to
thorough debates and in-depth discussions

in academia, industry, public policy circles,
and the media.
This paper focuses on how discrimination
resulting from the use of Machine-Learned
Automated Decision Making (ML-ADM)
systems may impact gender equality in
STEM. Specifically, it aims at revealing
gender bias in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technology used for initial screening and
recruitment, gender bias in the targeting of
job advertisements, and more generally bias
in software that could introduce obstacles to
the career progression of women. Such bias
reflects and reinforces gender stereotypes,
thus having the power to contribute to
known gender imbalances in STEM. It also
stresses the necessity and urgency of
addressing the underrepresentation of
women in AI industry. The use of AI
introduces new exciting opportunities but
also raises discrimination issues that need to
be considered. As both have the power to
change people’s lives and shape our future,
it is crucial to ensure that women have the
same share as men in the development
processes of such technology.
The paper provides a collection of
recommendations regarding gender bias
from the technical, ethical, legal, economic,
societal and educational point of view. These
recommendations are summarized below.
We remark that despite the focus of the
paper on gender bias, the problem is more
general and concerns several minority
groups (that could be categorized e.g., by
color or race, ethnicity, etc.). Our
recommendations can be easily adjusted to
address such forms of discrimination as well.
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Recommendations
Technical
1. Establish means, measures and
standards to define, measure, and
address gender bias in ADM systems.
This will require a multi-stakeholder,
multi-disciplinary
collaboration
to
develop a theoretical framework,
standards and practices to measure and
prevent discrimination resulting from
the use of ADM systems. The work will
draw on expertise from computer
science, law and ethics amongst others.
2. Ensure that the design of ADM systems
takes into consideration principles and
practices for ensuring gender fairness
and the avoidance of bias.
In particular, ADM systems must be
designed on the basis of principles such
as
openness
and
algorithmic
transparency 1 . Best practices and
policies for avoiding discriminative
behavior must be taken into
consideration. Moreover, it must
undergo rigorous validation and
frequent re-assessment.

Ethical
3. Ensure that the focus in the
development of ADM systems is ethicsrights-, and values-based.
In particular, 1) ensure that data-driven
algorithmic assessments and automated
screening
and
recruitment
recommendation
processes
are
objective and gender fair, 2) provide a
development framework (e.g., through
1

ACM Statement on Algorithmic Transparency and
Accountability,
January
2017,

appropriate standardization efforts) to
avoid unforeseen and unsubstantiated
differential outcomes for applicants, and
3) ensure that a human remains in the
loop to assist in determining whether an
ADM system could result in bias.

Legal
4. Develop a clear legal framework for
ensuring gender fairness in ADM
systems, for promoting accountability
in whatever concerns their use and
impact, and for auditing them for legal
compliance.

Economic
5. Ensure adequate consideration of the
consequences of using ADM technology
on job markets with particular emphasis
on the effects on the gender gap in
STEM-related professions.

Societal
6. Strive for gender-fair research and
gender inclusion in the development of
software.
Development teams of software (and in
particular of ADM systems) must follow
best practice in diversity and inclusion.
This may require the involvement of nonprofit organizations to formulate genderinclusiveness guidelines and assign roles
and responsibilities to appropriate
bodies for their application. Gender
awareness
must
be
considered
necessary and basic knowledge for
computer scientists and engineers.

https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/publi
c-policy/2017_usacm_statement_algorithms.pdf
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7. Ensure that gender-sensitive language is
used in advertisements, news, and all
other Internet material. Ensure also
that linguistic bias is avoided in machine
translation systems and other Natural
Language Processing (NLP) software.
8. Ensure the provision of ways and means
that will make ADM systems and their
consequences explainable to society.
People must be given effective means of
getting informed about the impact that
ADM systems may have in their lives. It
must also be easily possible to obtain
information about privacy, data
acquisition and processing practices,
fairness and anti-discrimination policies
governing such systems. Finally, people
must be informed about the
accountability implications of the
operation of such systems.

Educational
9. Ensure that gender fairness is taken into
consideration in all levels of education.
10. Develop a framework for enhancing
awareness of ethics and social
responsibilities in all educational levels.
11. Stimulate
education
curricula.

AI-related
in university

technical
programs
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2. Introduction
The proliferation of Automated Decision
Making (ADM) in various domains of everyday life has the power to simplify and
accelerate a plethora of ordinary tasks, thus
playing an important role in facilitating daily
activity. However, ADM systems and their
data-driven automation processes have
revealed discriminatory behavior in many
cases. One important dimension of this
discrimination is related to gender. Various
examples of machine-learned automated
decision making systems (ML-ADM) that
resulted in gender bias, some of which
developed even by companies that are
considered technological giants, have been
reported in the past. This paper discusses
the implications of such bias in the longstanding under-representation of women in
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM).
From a technical perspective, researchers
still struggle to answer various questions
regarding discrimination resulting from the
use of ADM systems, as there is lack of
consensus in defining fairness, let alone in
measuring the fairness performance
exhibited by such systems. The data-driven
nature of learning algorithms has led to what
seems to be today the data paradox: the
behavior of ML-ADM systems is determined
mainly by their training data (and not by the
people that develop them).
From an ethical and legal perspective,
several issues arise as ML-ADM is making its
way in hiring practices through automated
employment assistant software. People
should have the right to know the impact
that such technology may have in their lives
and to protect their personal data.
The economic and social consequences of
the gender gap in STEM have been

extensively acknowledged. As discussed
later on, ML-ADM systems can have a major
role in enhancing or reducing this gap. It is
thus important to ensure that such systems
comply with gender fairness policies, to
achieve better inclusion of women in STEM
education, research, and professions. This
will have tremendous impact in economic
and social cohesion, as well as in improving
the professional lives of women.
The remainder of this paper is divided into
two main sections. The first presents
background evidence of the impact of
gender bias on the whole employment
lifecycle from job advertisements through
recruitment
interviews
to
career
progression. The second provides a detailed
rationale for each of our eleven
recommendations.
Although we focus mainly on gender bias in
ML-ADM systems, we remark that
discrimination resulting from the use of AI
comes as a more general issue and concerns
several minority groups. Most of our
recommendations are meaningful or can be
easily adjusted to address broader forms of
discrimination in data-driven AI processes
generally. We also do not specifically
address gender beyond binary, despite the
growing interest on this issue.
Our recommendations are structured using
a variant of a standard approach to
considering macro-environmental factors in
strategic planning. We consider the
technical, ethical, legal, economic, societal
and educational dimensions. We did not
consider the political or environmental
factors. In consideration of each of the
factors, we give a detailed rationale for the
accompanying recommendations. Our
findings are based on our own research, a
review of relevant literature and
consultation with other experts.
P a g e 7 | 28

Whilst the issues addressed in this paper are
of global significance, we have approached
the work through a European lens. Much of
our evidence base, particularly job market
intelligence, is from the European Union.
Notwithstanding this, our recommendations
are of a global nature and we commend
them to policy and law makers wherever
they are.

3. Implications of ADM in

achieving gender equality
in STEM
3.1. Encoding
Gender
Stereotypes in the Data
Training Process
The use of ADM processes in systems and
applications is fast evolving. For instance, it
is increasingly commonplace for such
processes to drive labor market decision
making, with an estimated 98% of Fortune
500 companies using some form of Applicant
Tracking System2. On the positive side, when
trained appropriately, ADM systems can
remove human bias from some parts of the
process [P19, M18-II, GG18]. They can also
automate time-consuming tasks such as
resume screening and short-listing of
applicants, making the recruitment process
2

https://www.jobscan.co/blog/fortune-500-useapplicanttrackingsystems/
3
https://medium.com/the-research-nest/the-prosand-cons-of-ai-in-recruitment-19c141d1c4b7
4
https://www.wired.com/story/opinion-conversatio
nal-ai-can-propel-social-stereotypes/
5
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/11/21/tech/ai-gend
er-recognition-problem/index.html
6
The current situation of using AI in selection and
recruitment processes in different European

faster and less tedious3. Moreover, they can
be used to achieve deeper understanding of
the applicant’s skills with the goal of
improving the quality of the hiring process
[ES+18].
The design of ML-ADM systems is usually
based on predictive models that are trained
using historical data. Unfortunately, these
data may encode gender and other social
stereotypes 4 , 5 [BCZ+16, BLG+20, NF+20],
thus exhibiting social bias with severe
consequences for gender fairness in
admission and recruitment processes 6
[BM13, CD19, CPF+16, CTY18, H18, P19,
SDE20, WH16]. Concrete examples of gender
bias in working life and other areas, resulted
from the use of such systems, are also
provided in [FAA20, Section 4].
According to Catalyst7, less than 33% of all
employees in scientific research and
development across the world in 2014 were
women (see also [FPP19]). In particular, less
than 2% of all women in the European labor
market chose careers in the Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) domain
(compared to 3.6% of men) [EC14].
Women’s involvement in innovation and
entrepreneurship is also discouraging. In the
European Union [BH+14], women account
for less than 25% of science and engineering
professionals [ISCO08] (major group code
21 8 ); also, they constitute only 14% of
countries was recently studied in the context of the
EU Mutual Learning Programme described at
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/artificialintelligence-and-gender-biases-recruitment-andselection-processes-online-seminar-12-13november-2020_en for details)
7

https://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women-sciencetechnology-engineering-and-mathematics-stem
8

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/occupation?uri=
http%3A%2F%2Fdata.europa.eu%2Fesco%2Fisco%2F
C21&conceptLanguage=en&full=true#&uri=http://da
ta.europa.eu/esco/isco/C21
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science
and
engineering
associate
professionals [ISCO08] (major group code
319).
This persistent underrepresentation of
women in science and engineering may have
negative implications on gender fairness in
automated recruitment processes, as
illustrated in several examples provided in
the literature [G16, M18, BMJ88] and in
online sources10,11,12, 13 . In these examples,
historical data (e.g., resumes of previous
successful applicants and past hiring
decisions) were used to train screening and
recruitment recommendation systems.
However, the fact that the STEM domain is
male-dominated and thus historical data
refer mainly to male applicants, resulted in
discrimination against women. Without
special care for their appropriate training,
such systems simply reproduce bias
embedded in the admission processes, even
if the computing process is fair [BS16, CP14,
CZ13, Z17]. This could undermine efforts in
promoting gender equality within the STEM
ecosystem.
Bias can enter into decision making at
various stages in the hiring funnel. Interview
processes that employ video may also use
learning algorithms to assist the recruitment
decision. The goal of such processes is
usually to assess candidates based on the
keywords, facial expressions and tones they
9

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/occupation?uri=
http%3A%2F%2Fdata.europa.eu%2Fesco%2Fisco%2F
C31&conceptLanguage=en&full=true#&uri=http://da
ta.europa.eu/esco/isco/C31
10
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-comjobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-airecruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-womenidUSKCN1MK08G
11
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/
oct/10/amazon-hiring-ai-gender-bias-recruitingengine

use in video interviews14. However, studies
[H18, P19] show that the use of ML-ADM in
facial recognition15 may also exhibit gender
(and skin-type) bias 16 . Therefore, such
processes may be unfair to women (even
more so if they are not white). It is thus
apparent that if not thoroughly tested
against discrimination, ML-ADM technology
used to analyze interview responses may
result in bias.
From the above, it becomes apparent that
ML-ADM systems may exhibit gender bias by
encoding stereotypes in their training data
or when the gender distribution of the data
is strongly imbalanced. Not surprisingly,
several studies [BCZ+16, BLG+20] indicate
that word2vec [MCC+13], one of the most
popular publicly available set of word
embeddings, exhibit gender stereotypes to a
disturbing extent. Word embeddings are
used as a black box by ML-ADM systems, so
existing bias can be reproduced or even
amplified by such systems. Gender fairness
should be, therefore, one of the key issues
when designing such systems (and the
components they employ), as well as when
determining their training data sets.
The underrepresentation of women in ICT is
also present in professions related with
artificial intelligence [WWC19]. According to
the World Economic Forum17, only 22% of AI
professionals are women. Specifically,
12

http://europepmc.org/backend/ptpmcrender.fcgi
?accid=PMC2545288&blobtype=pdf
13
https://www.catalyst.org/research/trend-briefgender-bias-in-ai/#easy-footnote-bottom-15-13438
14
https://www.hirevue.com/
15
https://www.catalyst.org/research/trend-briefgender-bias-in-ai/#easy-footnote-bottom-17-13438
16
https://news.mit.edu/2018/study-finds-genderskin-type-bias-artificial-intelligence-systems-0212
17
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/aiartificial-intelligence-failing-next-generation-womenbias/
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technical skills where men are reported to
outnumber women in AI specialization fields
include deep learning (66%), artificial neural
networks (66%), pattern recognition (98%),
and computer vision (67%). Additionally,
other reports 18 , 19 , 20 provide evidence on
women underrepresentation in AI-related
jobs in big technology companies.
This gender imbalance in AI jobs is alarming21
as it implies that ADM technologies are
largely designed and developed by a maledominated industry. This means that certain
perspectives of gender fairness are often
missing in the teams that develop such
technologies, thus discrimination issues such
as those identified above are many times
overlooked. This results in a vicious cycle.
Any unconscious biases baked into the
decisions taken by such male-dominated
teams could have serious consequences,
eroding progress towards achieving gender
equality in the labor market and thus also
towards remedying gender imbalances in
the AI industry. As AI technology is meant to
be used by the entire society and has the
power to influence our future, it is a matter
of urgency to take measures that will break
the cycle and reverse this situation.

of bias, namely structural, representational
and relational bias. Throughout the section,
we use job advertisements as a working
example, as job advertising comprises the
first stage in the hiring funnel and thus it can
be crucial in amplifying or diminishing
gender imbalances in the labor market.
Structural bias occurs in shaping the pool of
candidates who have seen or intend to
respond to a given job advertisement.
Unfairness can be introduced simply by an
employer choosing to use one platform or
hiring algorithm over another, as the
available candidates in these sets are not
only like to differ but may differ structurally
(e.g. including more men than women 22 ).
The candidate pool is also a function of the
reach and coverage of advertisements.
Machine learning is often used to optimize
the display of job advertisements in order to
accelerate the process of finding candidates,
maximize the number of applications, and
reach good quality candidates. The logic
underpinning the forwarding of job
advertisements to potential applicants can
structurally bias the resulting candidate pool
[K18, P19, S18].

In this section, we describe forms of gender
bias that appear when ML-ADM is employed
through social media platforms and the
Internet. Specifically, we discuss three forms

Previous work [LT18, S13, DTD15] has
provided evidence that groups against which
discrimination has historically occurred are
more likely to be associated with
advertisements that are not of interest to
them. Web crawlers often try to find
appropriate applicants for job openings by
retrieving information from social media
platforms and other publicly available online
sources. Job openings advertised in this way

18

21

3.2. Forms of Gender Bias when
ADM is used by social media
and the Internet

https://diversity.google/annual-report/
https://www.vox.com/2017/11/9/16628286/
apple-2017-diversity-report-black-asian-whitelatino-women-minority
20
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/05/aiassisted-recruitment-is-biased-heres-how-to-beat-it/
19

https://hbr.org/2019/11/as-jobs-are-automatedwill-men-and-women-be-affected-equally
22

https://www.statista.com/statistics/933964/distribu
tion-of-users-on-linkedin-worldwide-gender/
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often result in gender bias [M18, P19, S18],
as historical data and statistics may illustrate
that forwarding the openings to men will
optimize the number of applications, and
potentially, also the quality of the applicants.
Such advertising techniques have an
apparent negative effect on female
participation in the STEM labor market.
Previous work [CSV11, LT18, SW12] points
out that the dissemination of information
about STEM careers to women is indeed
essential for attracting more women into
STEM education, research and related
professions. Therefore, structural bias that
affects the reach of advertisements may
contribute to (and explain), to some degree,
why women do not apply for STEM positions
[DB+10], despite the fact that when they do
apply they have good chances of success
[WC15].
Another study [LT18] shows that even
advertising behavior that is not intended to
be discriminatory may end up being so,
because women may be considered a more
costly advertising target group than men.
[LT18] argues that the way information is
distributed to different groups may seriously
depend on “the return on investment on
advertising across all industry sectors”.
Representational bias occurs when linguistic
features of advertisements carry and thus
reinforce a gender bias [CBN+16, PAL19,
PHL18, FCL12]. This can occur in the original
writing of the job advertisement, and indeed
in developing criteria used to define the
ideal candidate, which the AI then seeks to
optimize. When machine learning is used to
derive the criteria for a candidate’s fit for a
23

https://www.independent.co.uk/lifestyle/gadgets-and-tech/news/googles-algorithmshows-prestigious-job-ads-to-men-but-not-towomen-10372166.html

job using historical data, this can produce
spurious correlations that perpetuate
longstanding labor market inequalities
(similar to those discussed in Section 3.1)
[SDE20]. This bias is particularly insidious at
the point of promotion, but can also
preclude female candidates from selection
for high-income jobs. Previous studies 23 , 24
show that advertising systems often favor
men when it comes to high-income jobs and
leading positions by displaying to them
advertisements for such jobs more often
than to women [G16]. This tendency
negatively impacts gender balance in senior
leadership and decision-making processes.
Additionally, machine translation may be
used to translate advertisements into other
languages in an effort to disseminate them
more broadly. Well-known machine
translators [PAL19, SSZ19] have default
behaviors that have been criticized as being
gender-biased, reproducing stereotypes in
translated expressions. For instance, such
translators may provide translations which
(implicitly) imply that programmers or
people in leadership positions or in specific
domains are male [AJ17, FC19, RN+18,
SSZ19, ZWY+18], thus reinforcing known
stereotypes about the role of women and
men in specific professional fields and in
society more generally.
Relational bias is less well understood in this
context, but it is clearly relevant. Who a
person is connected with can reveal a lot of
information not otherwise provided by
candidates, and AI is routinely used to
discover these connections for purposes
such as targeted advertising [RWIS]. If this
information is used to supplement the
24

https://marketingland.com/carnegie-mellonstudy-finds-gender-discrimination-in-ads-shown-ongoogle-134479
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materials directly provided by the candidate
as part of determining job fit, it can
disadvantage people on the basis of who
they are associated with. In particular, if men
are more likely to be connected through
social networks to individuals in particular
professions or with particular job titles, this
may bias hiring algorithms toward favorably
rating male candidates for roles.
To
eliminate
all
these
negative
consequences, a great deal of care should be
taken to ensure that gender-biased
behaviors, such as those described above,
are eliminated. It is important to develop
methods for removing bias, but these should
also carefully attend the ways in which a
model may make indirect use of a proscribed
characteristic, e.g. though network effects.

3.3. Gender Bias in Software
Engineering as an obstacle to
career progression
A lot is still to be done for achieving gender
fairness in software [VZH+19, MSS+18,
BFI+10, BBW+05]. Since the labor market of
software engineers is male-dominated,
current software supports styles mostly
preferable to men. Examples of such
software include, 1) visualization systems
(where evidence has
been provided
[BYB+13, TCR03] that there are genderspecific navigation benefits [TCR03], but also
25

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/26287
3926_Gender_bias_in_virtual_learning_environment
s_An_exploratory_study
26
https://profoundprojects.com/insight/the-uglytruth-about-gender-discrimination-in-technology/
27
https://www.axios.com/england-exams-algorithmgrading-4f728465-a3bf-476b-91279df036525c22.html
28
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/29/style/
testing-schools-proctorio.html?smid=tw-share

gender bias, in visualization systems that
have been employed e.g., for the
quantitative analysis of research scientific
data that can be used for further research
[BYB+13]), 2) educational software [BBG+06]
and virtual learning environments25, 3) web
automation and media authoring systems
[BBG+06, RP18, RSE10], 4) intelligent agents
[KSW+11, SG18], 5) voice recognition
software26, and many other examples. Such
bias usually reflects gender differences in
problem-solving or cognitive processes: it is
acknowledged [BBG+06] that women have
different ways to process information and
solve problems than men.
These forms of bias could further complicate
the career progression of women
researchers and professionals, who already
face significant barriers as a result of genderbased
social
expectations
and
responsibilities.
Particular attention should be directed to
contact tracing applications, AI-based
grading systems 27 , digital proctoring
programs 28 , and online educational
software, which have turned out to be of
crucial importance nowadays, given the
situation
imposed
by
COVID-19.
Unfortunately, such software has also been
criticized for its potential to jeopardize data
protection 29 and to pose extra risks for
women and marginalized groups30, 31.

29

ACM Europe Technology Policy Committee,
Statement on Essential Principles and practices for
Covid-19 contact tracing applications, May 2020,
https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/publi
c-policy/europe-tpc-contact-tracing-statement.pdf
30
https://www.hhrjournal.org/2020/04/contacttracing-apps-extra-risks-for-women-andmarginalized-groups/
31
https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/
news/contact-tracing-app-threatens-to-exacerbateunequal-risk-of-covid-19
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The additional risks arising from the unusual
COVID-19 conditions we are experiencing,
make more imperative than ever the need
for immediate action to prevent severe
gender unfairness from arising in all the
above discussed areas.

prohibition against processing data revealing
membership in special categories.

4. Recommendations

These constraints should formally capture
the degree of “explainable” differences
between groups, allowing people who
belong to the same group to be treated
fairly. Moreover, they should be open and
up for discussion. This will contribute to
developing explainable ML-ADM technology
and supporting the “right to explanation,”
i.e., the right for a person to ask why and
how an algorithmic decision was made
about her/him [DHP+12, G16]. There is also
a need to come up with the appropriate
research techniques to be able to
computationally explain the roots of gender
bias.

4.1. Technical
Theoretical Framework. Several research
questions are still to be answered to fully
understand discrimination that results from
the use of ML-ADM systems and come up
with the appropriate computational means
to prevent such discrimination from
happening.
Non-discrimination regulations in the EU (as
defined at national, European, or
international level) usually determine
sensitive data characteristics and groups of
people that are subject to discrimination
[Z17, BS16]. Such legislation includes (among
others) (1) Articles 8 and 19 of the Treaty of
the Functioning of European Union32, (2) the
Council Directive 2004/113/EC 33 , 3) the
Employment Equality Framework Directive
2007/78/EC, 4) the Equal Treatment
Directive 2006/54/EC, 5) the Gender Goods
and Services directive 2006/113/EC, and
generally the European employment
discrimination law 34 . Additionally, the
General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) 35 disallows the use of algorithmic
profiling based on sensitive personal data,
which could be translated [G16-II] as a

32

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT:EN:PDF
33
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ
.do?uri=OJ:L:2004:373:0037:0043:en:PDF

Such regulations should be translated to
formal non-discrimination constraints,
which should be taken into consideration
when developing predictive modeling
algorithms [Z17].

Moreover, no consensus has been reached
yet on how to measure the performance of
discrimination-aware
data
mining
techniques [PRT12, Z17]. Producing a
unifying view of performance criteria when
developing
techniques
for
nondiscriminatory predictive modeling poses
additional challenges.
Reducing gender bias in the data training
process. Scientists from different disciplines
need to collaborate to fully understand the
data sets that are used in the training
process of ML-ADM systems that may
exhibit discrimination behaviors, as well as
improve their quality and gender-neutrality.
The training data sets must be rich and
34

https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploa
ds/1510-fra-case-law-handbook_en.pdf
35
https://gdpr-info.eu/
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diverse. However, diversity in features does
not necessarily imply fairness in sensitive
attributes [BS16, CDK+16].
Openness in datasets is helpful as it enables
the understanding of sources of bias and
may contribute to the production of genderfair datasets. More generally, mechanisms
for identifying and measuring gender
discrimination in datasets, and gendersensitive processes for data collection are
necessary to guarantee that ML-ADM
systems do not result in discrimination.
Recommendation 1: Establish means,
measures and standards to define,
measure, and address gender bias in
ADM systems.
This will require a multi-stakeholder,
multi-disciplinary
collaboration
to
develop a theoretical framework,
standards and practices to measure and
prevent discrimination resulting from the
use of ADM systems. The work will draw
on expertise from computer science, law
and ethics among others.
The framework should support the
development of solutions to problems
such as 1) the translation of current and
future anti-discriminatory and genderequality regulations to formal constraints
without sacrificing precision, 2) the lack
of consensus in defining gender fairness,
and 3) measuring gender bias in a
systematic and accountable way. It
should also address issues of negative
bias in the creation of AI algorithms.
ADM
technologies
should
undergo
meticulous assessment for testing the
quantity and the quality of the training data,

as well as the fairness ensured by the
computing process and models, and by all
other components they are comprised of,
throughout their entire lifecycle. Frequent
re-assessments should also be included in
the testing cycle 36 . The goal should be to
ensure that the entire system complies with
non-discrimination and fairness policies
based on gender and other sensitive
attributes.
Recommendation 2: Ensure that the
design of ADM systems takes into
consideration principles and practices
for ensuring gender fairness and the
avoidance of bias.
In particular, ADM systems must be
designed on the basis of principles such
as
openness
and
algorithmic
transparency1. Best practices and policies
for avoiding discriminative behavior must
be taken into consideration. Moreover, it
must undergo rigorous validation and
frequent re-assessment.

4.2. Ethical
When it comes to algorithmic assessments,
a number of ethical issues are discussed in
[NRC13, L91] and are summarized in Table 1.
Note that many of these issues may have
implications in achieving gender-equality in
the AI ecosystem. For instance, in maledominated fields, as in STEM, assessments
based on profiles’ inferences (C1) or taking
into consideration whether the applicant is a
good fit for a particular team (C3) may have
discrimination implications. Regarding C3,
the influence of time/age in abilities may be
different for men and women. With respect

36

https://www.womenatthetable.net/blog/affirmativeaction-for-algorithms
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to C2, assessment schemes that opt to
evaluate individuals repeatedly over their
career should take into consideration
parental leaves and family status (e.g., the
number of children they have) when
comparing their achievements. In the
context of C4, the provided feedback should
be independent of gender or other sensitive
characteristics. It thus becomes apparent
that the ethical approaches to some of the
issues raised in Table 1 may be important for
achieving a gender-neutral ecosystem in
labor market and research, and other
aspects of the economy and the society.
Ethical
Implications
related
to
Automated Hiring Technologies [NRC13,
L91]
C1

Are there ethical implications when
assessing individuals based on
collective
profiles’
inferences
versus individual attributes?

C2

How often should an individual be
assessed? Should it be at the basis
of evaluating her/him once or many
times over her/his career?

C3

C4

Is it ethical to take into
consideration in the assessment
process whether an applicant is a
good fit for the team s/he is
supposed to work with?
What is the feedback to be returned
to the applicant?
TABLE 1

Ethical questions that require debate may be
also raised when exploiting the potential of
AI to be used to redress gender inequality.
For instance, if developers so choose, they
can fix certain model parameters to bias in
favor of women. Ethical issues may also

come up [P17] when different algorithmic
fairness constraints are impossible to be
satisfied simultaneously. It is therefore
critical that humans remain in the loop to
assist in determining whether automated
decision making processes are contributing
to gender inequality. To this end, the logic
that drives ADM should be transparent to
both the employer and the potential
candidate, to promote confidence that
resulting decisions are based on criterion
constructs that are ethically sound.
Recommendation 3: Ensure that the
focus in the development processes of
data-driven AI systems is ethics-, rights-,
and values-based.
In particular:
1. Ensure that data-driven algorithmic
assessments
and
automated
screening
and
recruitment
recommendation
processes
are
objective and gender fair.
2. Provide a development framework
(e.g.,
through
appropriate
standardization efforts) to avoid
unforeseen and unsubstantiated
differential outcomes for applicants.
3. Ensure that a human remains in the
loop to assist in determining whether
AI is contributing to gender inequality.

4.3. Legal
The risk that the use of ADM systems may
result in disadvantaging women, and more
generally minority groups that are protected
by anti-discrimination laws, has already
been pointed out in previous sections. The
proper functioning of ML-ADM systems is
heavily based on data training processes and
often relies on extensive data gathering that
P a g e 15 | 28

HTTPS://EIGE.EUROPA.EU/GENDER-MAINSTREAMING/POLICY-AREAS/ECONOMIC-AND-FINANCIAL-AFFAIRS/ECONOMIC-BENEFITS-GENDER-EQUALITY/STEM

FIGURE 1. THE EFFECT OF CLOSING GENDER GAPS IN STEM EDUCATION ON EMPLOYMENT (SOURCE: [EIG18,
FIGURE 1]).
may target individuals (e.g., job applicants).
Such processes must comply with GDPR and
other privacy-related regulations, and
respect the anti-discrimination laws.
Several surveys and reports (see e.g. [BS16,
K18, SDE20, NF+20]) discuss how the use of
AI may result in discrimination which is
caused by algorithmic effects regardless of
jurisdiction [RBK+19]. Another report [A20]
discusses legal frameworks to consider
issues raised by the use of algorithmic tools.
Despite the many recent efforts, general
provisions with respect to data quality are
still missing, and no consensus for
algorithmic fairness regulations has yet been
reached. Additionally, evidencing legal
compliance with ADM systems still faces
many well-known challenges [EC20].
Additional research is therefore needed
[CD19, NF+20] to analyze existing legislation
related to algorithmic fairness from a gender
perspective, as well as to figure out how to

appropriately exploit such legislation for
boosting gender equality. Important work is
also needed in developing effective
mechanisms for auditing ADM systems for
legal compliance37.
Recommendation 4: Develop a clear legal
framework for ensuring gender fairness in
ADM
systems,
for
promoting
accountability in whatever concerns their
use and impact, and for auditing them for
legal compliance.

4.4. Economic
Several studies [CED16, EIG18, EP15] reveal
that Europe faces a noticeable labor and skill
shortage in the STEM sector. Within the EU,
the requirement for STEM-skilled personnel
has increased by 12% between the years
2000 and 2013 [EP15, CED16], whereas
based on European Parliament estimations
[EP15], over 7 million job openings are

37

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events
/ai-auditing-framework/
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FIGURE 2. THE
FIGURE 2])

EFFECT OF CLOSING THE GENDER GAP IN

forecast until 2025 in the STEM field. Thus,
enhancing the labor force and increasing the
recruitment capacity in the field is
considered one of the big challenges for the
EU economy. A contributing factor to this
shortage is women’s enduring underrepresentation in the field [FPP19].
It thus becomes apparent that achieving
gender inclusiveness in STEM will positively
influence the economic growth of Europe. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the effect of closing
the gender gap in STEM education on
employment will be significant [EIG18].
Specifically, EIGE 38 estimates that the total
EU employment would rise by 850,000 to
1,200,000 by 2050.
Figure 2 illustrates the increase on GDP per
capita by 2030 that will result from the
female participation in STEM related fields.
Other studies [EIG18] also confirm that this
increase will range between 2.2% and 3.0%
by 2050. In monetary terms, closing the
STEM gender gap leads to an improvement
in GDP by 610-820 billion euros by 2050.
38

https://eige.europa.eu/
PwC, “Sizing the prize, “ 2017. Available at
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/data-and39

STEM

ON

GDP

PER CAPITA

(SOURCE: [EIG18,

Another study [EP15] foresees an increase in
women’s employment, productivity and
wages, under the assumption that the EC
measures will be effectively implemented.
These will result in better long-term
competitiveness of the EU economy and an
improved balance of trade [EIG18]. Since
eliminating gender bias resulting from the
use of ADM systems may seriously influence
the percentage of women in STEM (as
discussed in previous sections), it follows
that it will also contribute to the economic
growth of Europe.
Several studies [ILO18, PWC18] have pointed
out that smart automation systems, have
the potential to boost productivity and result
in the creation of new products and better
services, thus bringing benefits to the
economy. In a study by PwC39, it is estimated
that the contribution of these technologies
to global GDP by 2030 can be up to 14%. Yet,
another analysis by the same source
[PWC18] shows that many occupations will
be affected unevenly over time by such

analytics/publications/
study.html

artificial-intelligence-
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technologies. Specifically, the analysis
reveals that highly educated employees
performing clerical tasks and analytical jobs
could, for example, be relatively exposed in
the short term. So, these technologies may
cause disruption to the job markets with
unclear consequences to the gender aspects
of their compositions.
Recommendation 5: Ensure adequate
consideration of the consequences of
using ADM technology on job markets
with particular emphasis on the effects
on the gender gap in STEM-related
professions.

4.5. Societal
Reducing the gender imbalance in STEMrelated job markets will have obvious
consequences for women’s lives and social
cohesion. Women will have better
opportunities to find jobs and enjoy better
salaries. Additionally, the risk of social
exclusion of women will be reduced with
pronounced benefits to the society.
Several articles (see e.g. [FPP19]) refer to the
positive societal effects of the better
inclusion of women in STEM studies,
research, and related professions. These
include the enrichment of skills in the labor
market, the enhancement of the research
process and its outcomes, the intensification
of the innovation potential, and the boosting
of major sectors of the economy. More
importantly though, gender equality is
understood as a social justice and fairness
issue in Europe and it is one of the EC’s
priorities.
To eliminate any negative consequence that
gender bias resulting from the use of ADM
systems may have in the society, it is thus
essential to take the gender aspect into

consideration in all phases of the production
cycle of ML-ADM technology.
Evidence has been provided [DKT18, H88,
H91] that the production of knowledge
pertains to the status of researchers,
including their historical, conceptual,
cultural and social backgrounds. Given that
STEM-related sciences and professions have
been and still are so demographically
skewed, with women being constantly
underrepresented in them, these could
imply that conclusions reached about
discrimination resulting from the use of
ADM systems, and decisions made for
achieving fairness in machine learning
processes may not always take into
consideration aspects related to gender, and
thus may not reflect the needs of the entire
society [L13]. Ensuring gender-balanced
development teams for ADM software is
therefore of crucial importance.
It is also important to understand the
interaction of human decision makers with
ADM technology. Remarkably, such
technology has the potential to reveal some
of the social biases. Thus, an approach which
narrowly focuses on mitigating bias resulting
from the use of ADM systems may obscure
this potential. For example, in hiring
algorithms that show a bias based on
historical training data, ADM can reveal the
need for organizational culture change as
much as (or more than) changes to the ADM
technology itself.
Ensuring gender-fair research and improving
gender inclusion in software may have
significant societal implications in many
domains: healthcare, finance, education,
and others. Women account for 50 percent
of people on payroll [EHH10, W14]. They
also account for a large portion of the
consumers’ landscape. They have a strong
presence in social media and online services,
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and use modern technology in their
everyday life. They comprise a significant
part of the society and economy that cannot
be ignored [W14, VZH+19].
However, studies show that gender
inclusiveness in the development of
software is not the norm. Increasing gender
awareness is, therefore, in many cases
necessary [VZH+19]. This awareness should
address all forms of potential gender-related
bias in software development, including
focusing only on a male perspective,
underestimating
gender
differences,
stereotyping gender features, showcasing
non-significant
differences
between
genders, etc. [DKT18].
Recommendation 6: Strive for genderfair research and gender inclusion in the
development of software.
Development teams of software (and in
particular of ADM systems) must follow
best practice in diversity and inclusion.
This may require the involvement of nonprofit organizations to formulate genderinclusiveness guidelines and assign roles
and responsibilities to appropriate bodies
for their application. Gender awareness
must be considered necessary and basic
knowledge for computer scientists and
engineers.

As discussed in Section 3.2, linguistic bias
reinforces gender norms and fosters gender
stereotyping [CBN+16, HB+18, HTS17,
PHL18, FCL12]. To achieve the use of a
gender-sensitive language in machineautomated translation, as well as on
information found on the web, techniques
such as language neutralization (or even
proper language feminization in order to
enhance visibility of women in male-

dominated job markets and fields) is
recommended.
Recommendation 7: Ensure that gendersensitive
language
is
used
in
advertisements, news, and all other
Internet material. Ensure also that
linguistic bias is avoided in machine
translation systems and other Natural
Language Processing (NLP) software.
ADM systems may have significant impact in
people’s lives. This spans from making hiring
decisions that can be life-transformative, to
enforcing
gender
stereotypes
and
determining how people get informed by
online news and advertisements systems
(through their ranking algorithms) with
severe consequences in the development of
critical thinking, intelligence, and other
necessary skills for a cohesive and healthy
society.
Recommendation
8:
Ensure the
provision of ways and means that will
make ADM systems and their
consequences explainable to society.
People must be given effective means of
getting informed about the impact that
ADM systems may have in their lives. It
must also be easily possible to obtain
information
about
privacy,
data
acquisition and processing practices,
fairness and anti-discrimination policies
governing such systems. Finally, people
must
be
informed
about
the
accountability implications of the
operation of such systems.
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4.6. Educational
The role of education is crucial for ensuring
gender equality and other social rights 40 .
According to UNESCO [UN03], removing any
racial, gender, and cultural prejudice in
education contributes to the development
of solid foundations for a civil, open and
global society.
In particular, certain perceptions that some
subjects of study or specific professional
fields are ‘feminine’ or ‘masculine’, as well as
stereotypes about women’s role in society
and the workplace cannot be defeated if
gender mainstreaming is not achieved
throughout all levels of education. Gender
stereotypes and sexist language must be
eliminated from the educational material
and addressed in all educational settings.
Teachers (and parents) must be trained
appropriately to ensure that the role of
women is not diminished in any of the
educational and everyday life activities.
Ensuring gender mainstreaming throughout
the entire educational cycle, starting from
early (pre-school) education to university
studies, can have significant impact in
achieving gender equality in all spheres of
life. In particular, it could result in more
women choosing careers in STEM, thus
defeating women under-representation in
the STEM labor market. It may also change
existing stereotypes regarding the role of
men and women with respect to family
responsibilities and the upbringing of
children, thus breaking one of the main glass
ceilings for having more women in
leadership positions, namely the difficulty of
achieving balance between professional and
personal life.

Gender mainstreaming in research and
education is thus of crucial importance.
Indeed, it is one of the six European
Research Area (ERA) priorities.
Recommendation 9: Ensure that the
gender dimension is included in all levels
of education.
Studies in STEM-related programs should
not provide only technical knowledge. It
must be built upon a complete framework,
which should equip students with
disciplines, ethics, attitudes, practices, and
all other necessary skills and attributes that
when combined together, could maximize
benefit for the society. Moreover, multidisciplinarity and inter-disciplinarity must be
promoted so that STEM studies contribute
widely to the economic and social progress.
Recommendation 10: Develop a
framework for enhancing awareness of
ethics and social responsibilities in all
educational levels.
The wide spread of ADM technologies and its
presence in several aspects of everyday life
leads to the necessity of appropriately
educating people in order to understand its
use and its implications. This encompasses
appropriate adjustments of universities’
curricula, as well as the development of a
stronger educational framework in terms of
ethics, critical judgment, and digital
knowledge and intelligence [EUACM18].
Recommendation 11: Stimulate AIrelated technical education in university
programs curricula.

40

https://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/pol
icy-areas/education
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5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that there is a
substantial gender imbalance in the STEMbased labor market. We have also presented
evidence that ML-ADM technologies, if not
carefully designed and used, may well
exacerbate this situation. As examples, we
have considered automated recruitment
assistant machine-learning software, usually
designed with the goal of improving the
quality of hiring process, which however, if
developed (and trained) without care in
terms of gender fairness, may end up to have
negative consequences to the careers of
women in STEM, decisive for their
professional lives. We have also examined
gender bias in recommendation systems
that govern the operation of social media,
and argued that it might influence the kind
of job advertisements that are forwarded to
women through the internet, as well as the
creation of their professional network.
Finally, we have considered the impact that
the disregard of the gender dimension in
software may have on the career
progression of women. Apparently, such
forms of gender bias reinforce gender
stereotypes, have undesirable influence on
the number of women that choose to follow
careers in STEM, and entrench existing
obstacles and glass ceilings to their career
development.

It is clear that the world economy would be
considerably boosted, if we take care to
ensure that women are given equal
opportunity to progress through STEMbased careers. In addition, that would result
in significant advancements on research and
innovation, it will enhance women’s
employment and productivity, thus
diminishing the risk of women’s social
exclusion, with obvious benefits to the
society.
In particular, as every stage of the
employment lifecycle becomes more
technology mediated, steps should be taken
to ensure that these technologies are gender
fair. This implies that changes are needed
to the ways that the technology is
developed, to the ethical and legal
frameworks applied, to the societal
understanding of the issues and to the
educational systems that train the future
STEM workforce. Our recommendations are
designed to assist policy makers to navigate
their way towards a fairer job market where
all citizens, regardless of gender, are given
the opportunity to excel. Although our
recommendations
are
focused
on
addressing gender bias, we believe that they
can easily be adjusted to address similar
problems that apply to many minority
groups.
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